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F I GURE 1.

Detroit vs. Everybody (Including Superheroes):
Representing Race through Setting in DC Comics
Vincent Haddad
ABSTRACT: This essay analyzes the history of representing Detroit in DC Comics, focusing on Amazing-Man in the 1980s series All-Star Squadron and Cyborg’s solo series in
the 2010s as they reflect the shifting symbolic valences of the city. Set apart from the host
of fictional cities that offer the DC Universe crime-riddled urban backdrops, Detroit is the
chosen setting to situate mostly Black superhero characters to speak to and silo off particular
social issues that threaten to overly complicate other fictionalized settings. A city as mythologized as American superheroes, Detroit is a crucial site for further exploration in superhero
comics because an accurate rendering of its historical and material conditions—particularly
by centering Black perspectives on this history—so readily makes the contradictions in the
mythos of race, labor, and culture in America visible and legible. While grand narratives of
the city as a totem of national progress and decline map comfortably onto a variety of superhero stories—from the despair of a down-and-out city to the resiliency of Detroit workers—
Detroit’s actual history crucially fractures these narratives, revealing the ideological limits of
representing race in the genre.
KEYWORDS: Detroit, Cyborg, Amazing-Man, All-Star Squadron, DC Comics, race,
policing
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I

N THE DC UNIVERSE , readers meet their superheroes in several familiar fictional

cities, such as Gotham and Metropolis, as well as fictionalized real-life cities, such as
Washington, DC (home to the Hall of Justice). Of these real-life cities, Detroit is by far
the most significant symbolically, the most fraught politically, and the most fictionalized
visually and historically. No real-life city represented in DC is home to such a long list of
central and ancillary characters as Detroit. Two Detroiters, John Stewart as Green Lantern and Cyborg, are DC’s most prominent African American legacy heroes next to Black
Lightning. Joining them in Metro-Detroit are the Crusader, Steel, Amazing-Man, Jason
Rusch as Firestorm, Vibe, Gypsy, Black Narcissus, and Simon Baz as Green Lantern. It is
no coincidence that all but two of these characters, Crusader and Steel, are persons of color, a stark improbability considering that the roster of DC superheroes is overwhelmingly
white. Set apart from the host of fictional cities that offer the DC Universe crime-riddled
urban backdrops,1 Detroit is the chosen setting to situate mostly Black superhero characters to speak to and silo off particular social issues that threaten to overly complicate other
fictionalized settings.
This article’s exploration of Detroit and DC Comics builds on foundational scholarship on the intersection between comics and urban studies by Jörn Ahrens, Arno Meteling,
Martin Lund, Benjamin Fraser, Dominic Davies, Julian Chambliss, and Walter Greason.
These studies demonstrate the co-development of comics as a form with urban spaces,
and they do so through intimate and sociopolitical considerations of a wide range of cities
across the world. Most existing studies of real-life cities in comics use graphic memoirs
as their point of reference, while those on the relationship between real-life cities and
the superhero genre tend to focus on New York City, especially in the Marvel Universe,
or fictional cities like Gotham. So, why Detroit, and why superheroes? One component
many of these studies can take for granted is that the comics they elucidate attempt to
actually represent the cities they discuss, even with all the layers of realism, abstraction, or
fictionalization that representation entails. Instead, when Detroit emerges as a setting in
DC Comics, as in much of popular culture, the city is less a physical space with a history
than an accretion of symbols, serving as what historians Mark Jay and Philip Conklin call
“a canvas for our collective fantasies . . . a sort of ‘funhouse’ mirror of twentieth-century
America, which at once reflects and magnifies the ups and downs of a tumultuous history.”2 A city as mythologized as American superheroes, Detroit is a crucial site for further exploration in superhero comics because an accurate rendering of its historical and material
conditions—particularly by centering Black perspectives on this history—so readily makes
the contradictions in the mythos of race, labor, and culture in America visible and legible.
To accomplish this, the article focuses on Amazing-Man in the 1980s series All-Star
Squadron and Cyborg’s solo series in the 2010s as they reflect the shifting symbolic valences of the city of Detroit. Rather than dwell on the most obviously problematic representations of Detroit in these comics (though I will touch on some for context), my aim in
choosing these specific iterations is to highlight the strongest examples of representations
of Detroit within their respective moments, and thus approximate the outer limits of such
representations of the city in the superheroic imagination. While grand narratives of the
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city as a totem of national progress and decline map comfortably onto a variety of superhero stories—from the despair of a down-and-out city to the resiliency and grit of Detroit
workers—Detroit’s actual history crucially fractures these narratives, revealing the ideological limits of representing race in this genre.

“A CERTAIN URBAN GHETTO”: A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF
REPRESENTING DETROIT IN DC COMICS
Popular culture representations of the city in television and film since the 1980s vacillate
between white-washed representations of heroism, fear, and anxiety of post-industrial urbanism and shallow, degraded, and racialized caricatures of senseless crime. The city’s
introduction into DC Comics reflected this trend. Lagging behind EC Comics and Marvel Comics in relevant, social-justice-oriented stories, Denny O’Neil and Neal Adams
introduced Stewart, and Detroit with him, into DC Comics in issue #87 of Green Arrow/
Green Lantern in 1971. In Stewart’s first appearance, the comic asks the reader to “come
with us to a certain urban ghetto” to meet this new hero.3 His next appearance came three
years later in Justice League of America #110, a Christmas-themed story written by Len
Wein, and retained the identical phraseology—coyly hinting at a particular place, but
too ashamed to identify it directly. It is not until 1985, once John Stewart has escaped this
“certain urban ghetto” for an upper-middle-class life in California and begins his solo run
as Green Lantern that Steve Englehart and Joe Staton clarify—one would hardly call it
retroactive continuity—that the generic “urban ghetto” was Detroit all along.4
By this time, Detroit was being established as an important setting in the DC Universe. As superhero comics gravitated (once again) toward gritty representations of urban
crime in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Detroit’s reputation was at its nadir—with the arson and vandalism of Devil’s Night covered in the national news annually—and it became
a city fit for superheroes. Two years prior to the specification of John Stewart’s home, Roy
Thomas and Jerry Ordway introduced Will Everett as Amazing-Manto in the 1940s-era superhero team All-Star Squadron set on Earth-Two. A year later, Amazing-Man takes center
stage in a three-issue arc set in Detroit, the subject of this essay’s next section. This arc
was published concurrently in the fall of 1984 with writer Gerry Conway and artist Chuck
Patton’s bold idea to establish a new, more fully committed Justice League based in the
city (1984–1987). Unable to afford Manhattan rents, the upstart group led by Aquaman
is persuaded by Hank Heywood III to headquarter in an abandoned factory in Detroit,
transformed into a war-ready “urban fortress” by his grandfather, and Amazing-Man’s fellow All-Star Squadron member, Commander Steel—a plot eerily predictive of the recent
conversion of abandoned factories into chic, overpriced, and highly securitized office and
residential spaces. Although the series introduces the city with a panel prominently featuring Detroit’s iconic Renaissance Center, the city is largely indistinct and essentialized into
a fictional, tight-knit, and violent neighborhood known as Cameron Street, operating like
most representations of the city in DC Comics as a “canvas for [America’s] collective fan-
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tasies,” especially of racialized urban decline. For example, their first mission, in an issue
fittingly entitled “Gang War,” was to help extricate their new breakdancing recruit Vibe
from the El Lobos gang. With a resurgent national interest in the city during the 2000s
and 2010s, first as a continuation of the well-worn, racialized themes of urban decline
and then as a national investment in the Comeback City, Detroit saw discrete returns to
the comics with the first appearance of Jason Rusch as Firestorm (2004–2007)—as artist
Jamal Igle recounts, one of the earliest victims of racist backlash online5—the return of
John Stewart to the city (2008), the creation of Simon Baz as Green Lantern (2012), and
most notably the retconning of Cyborg (2011).
This representational history is inseparable from the incremental diversification of
creative teams at major comics publishing houses. In the 1970s, predominantly white
creative teams infused early Black superhero characters with problematic stereotypes that
would take decades to revise—and this depended in large part on their chosen representations of urban areas like Detroit.6 The city’s continued prominence in the DC Universe
can certainly be traced to writers and artists who grew up in and around the city of Detroit: behind the scenes artist Chuck Patton coaxed a newly formed Justice League of
America from their potential home in Los Angeles to Detroit as “a way of paying respect
back to my old hometown which had a very negative image,” conceptualized the primary
setting of Cameron Street, and created all of the hometown heroes of color, Vibe, Gypsy, and Dale Gunn;7 Dwayne McDuffie used Detroit as a visual and cultural influence
for Dakota in Milestone Media and crafted the version of John Stewart familiar to most
contemporary audiences in the Justice League/Justice League Unlimited animated series;8
and Geoff Johns elevated the city as a setting across multiple titles, including returning
Stewart to Detroit, establishing new Detroiter Cyborg as a founding member of the Justice
League, and creating the first Muslim member of the Green Lantern Corps, improbably
their second member from Metro-Detroit. Beyond local writers and artists, Detroit has
been a significant sandbox for Black writers and artists more broadly in the DC Universe.
From ChrisCross’s visual rendering of Jason Rusch in the early 2000s to David F. Stewart
or John Semper Jr.’s runs on Cyborg in the 2010s, the opportunity for Black creators to
shepherd these characters also finds expression in the representation of cities like Detroit
as an opportunity for empowerment and self-identity. Yet, this representational history also
exposes the dearth of opportunities for women, in particular Black women, in the creation
and storytelling of superheroes at DC. As a result, the few female superheroes based in
Detroit serve primarily in support roles and are often horribly stereotyped—when, for
example, Gypsy gives an account for first stepping in to help the Justice League, she
explains, “Why should I risk my life helping them? Wellll . . . why not? Steel’s cute, and
Vibe is sexy, and I just love the way Vixen combs her hair. . . .”9 This institutional history
is a crucial factor in evaluating and analyzing these representations of the city of Detroit at
DC Comics over the past fifty years.
Across the city’s varied and historied roster of superheroes, readers meet alienated
youth looking for any opportunity to leave, reformed criminals and gang members, ge-
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niuses who thrive despite their circumstance, and committed activists running up against
an unmovable wall of racism and corruption—sometimes all in one character. In order
to gain membership in DC institutions like the All-Star Squadron, the Teen Titans, or
the Justice League, these mostly Black characters almost always must leave Detroit behind—though when the foes get too great they will sometimes wish, like John Stewart
in space, “man, I shoulda stayed in the ghetto!”10 Thus, just as with these characters and
the issues they introduce into the superhero world, Detroit is typically only a temporary
stopover, before topics and themes supposedly of more universal interest can be explored
in Gotham, Metropolis, or OA. A perfect microcosm of the history of representation of
African American men in superhero comics, these mash-ups of racial stereotypes suggest
that understanding how the city of Detroit is represented in DC comics lays bare the stakes
and the limits of understanding how superhero comics represent race and politics.
While it is difficult to ask any representation of Detroit to visually totalize what
amounts to several, stratified cities with distinct architectural styles, neighborhoods, and
histories—even this article’s close readings focus primarily on the city’s eastside, midtown,
and downtown—far too much is missed by reducing the city to a “certain urban ghetto.”
When represented as simply a generic run-down city, readers of these comics can miss the
sheer visual scope of a city that, at 139 square miles, could contain San Francisco, Boston,
and Manhattan within its borders, yet whose population density varies dramatically across
this space. Upper estimates of the city’s vacant land are as high as forty square miles, “a
swath of urban prairie into which the entire city of Paris, France, could be dropped.”11
Superheroes relying on spidey-webs or grappling hooks would find themselves in the same
predicament as residents relying on the city’s unreliable and inadequate public transportation: in order to travel in Detroit, owning a car is an absolute necessity. Surveying the
city from a high-above perch like Batman in Gotham is a staple in the panels of superhero
comics, but provides little help in visualizing Detroit. If, as Jörn Ahrens and Arno Meteling explain, comics “[implement] a topographical reading of the cityscape” in which
comics and urban landscapes share “panel-like blocks and grids” that direct the viewer’s
gaze and imbue a “meaning of space,” Detroit’s wonky spoke-like street plan would be as
disorienting as an organizing principle for a comics page as it is for visitors hoping to not
take a wrong turn.12
Though the execution is often lacking, Detroit is an ideal setting to explore issues of
racial and economic injustice. Detroit is the Blackest city in America—as of the last census
in 2010, African Americans accounted for over eighty percent of the city’s population, the
largest percentage of any major American city. Though this sobriquet is now worn with no
small degree of pride, this outcome is due to a variety of historical, material, and political
conditions that readers glimpse in the pages of some of these DC comics—employment
opportunities sparked Great Migrations from the South in the 1920s and the 1940s, but
also racial terror conducted by the Ku Klux Klan and the Detroit Police Department, the
massive racial uprisings of 1943 and 1967, and stark housing, transportation, and education discrimination. The resulting economic inequality and de facto segregation from
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seventy years of suburban sprawl are challenging to represent. Many statistics illustrate
this inequality—literacy rates, unemployment, health outcomes, or average emergency
response time—but the city’s inability to provide basic public services to its residents relates to the fact that, by 2012, “only six percent of the taxable value of real estate in the
tri-county Detroit area can be found in the city itself, while ninety-four percent is out in
the suburbs,” despite the city still levying the highest property and city income tax rates
in the state.13 As a result of this development, the city has shed municipal workers from
30,000 to just 11,000 over the past forty years, and, more recently under a controversial
imposition of emergency financial management from the state, forced residents to endure
even steeper cuts.14
This history of racial and economic injustice often runs parallel to compartmentalized, neat, and completely mythic accounts of Detroit’s so-called Golden Age—the rise
of Fordism and the invention of the American middle-class—followed by “white flight”
and its post-industrial decline, for which the bogeymen of Black activism, unionization,
and criminality serve as the primary scapegoat. This easily digestible mythology redirects
an interrogation of the causes, effects, and reparations for Detroit’s racial and economic
inequality into a well-worn and disciplinary rehearsal of how the city can once again become accommodating to capital. While factories remain a crucial if limited component
of Detroit’s current labor profile, the Comeback City increasingly demands Detroiters
not only work service jobs that attend to suburban tourism in the New Detroit, but also
bear the financial weight of the city’s few profiteers through stark austerity measures. In
reference to Detroit’s comeback, Jay and Conklin argue, “redevelopment and austerity
are not distinct processes but two elements of the same process of uneven development. New
Detroit is not a tale of two cities but a tale of one city that is being massively and unequally
adjusted to accommodate the pursuit of wealth” (emphasis original).15 Fittingly, The Atlantic identified the most prominent investor in this New Detroit, Quicken Loans CEO
Dan Gilbert, as “Detroit’s New Superhero,” as he vacuumed up parcels of land, pioneered
extraordinary levels of private security and surveillance downtown, and joined with other
developers in building chic lofts and office spaces that began the city’s rapid and targeted
process of gentrification. This dialectical understanding of the city underscores the inseparability of financial investments in “Opportunity Detroit,” the doubling of home values
and rents in particular areas of the city, the ballooning of the city’s white population by
25% since 2010, and, along with those changes, the dispossession of established Black
residents through water shutoffs, home foreclosures, and school closings.16
This contradiction is wittingly or unwittingly captured in a scene I will explore even
further below, when a local jazz musician assures Cyborg he cannot be from Detroit and
not have a soul. The panel (Figure 2) features an aerial view of Woodward Avenue, with a
building featuring a feel-good billboard with the slogan “Made in Detroit.” This intended,
affirmative shoutout to the people of Detroit is in fact a representation of Dan Gilbert’s
financial branding campaign for Quicken Loans called “Opportunity Detroit,” appearing
here on a Dan Gilbert-owned property, the Chase Building named after its primary les-
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F I GURE 2.

Woodward Avenue in Detroit’s downtown from Cyborg, photograph © Reuters/Rebecca Cook

see. In the adaptation of this image for Cyborg’s self-exploration, the reader can see the
very effectiveness of the “ideological manipulation of Detroit’s poverty into a branding
strategy that depicts investment as socially conscious” rather than outright profiteering.17
Beginning with Amazing-Man, an analysis of the decades-long history of (mis-)representing Detroit in DC Comics can make this ideological manipulation legible to readers, in
part because the superhero genre is itself such an effective vehicle for ideological manipulation and mythmaking.

“HELLHOLE OF AN AREA:” AMAZING-MAN AND RACIAL
TERROR IN DETROIT’S “GOLDEN AGE”
Like the Black Panther before him, the titular heroes of Roy Thomas and Jerry Ordway’s
All-Star Squadron (1981–1987) are uncertain at their first encounter with a costumed
Black man and must take turns testing their superhero strengths against his in battle; as
the cover announces, “is he friend—or the All-Stars deadliest foe?”18 Set on Earth-Two,
the All-Star Squadron uses familiar Justice Society of America characters like Doctor Fate,
Alan Scott as Green Lantern, and Liberty Belle to offer sharp metafictional commentary
on the looming presence of Nazi sympathizers and collaborators in the United States in
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1942, and by extension its echoes in Reagan’s “Morning in America.” Though he is rarely
the centerpiece, even in stories where he is apparently positioned as the centerpiece, Will
Everett is a crucial element of this commentary, as is his historical Detroit.
Readers first meet Will when Doctor Fate and the Atom come upon him attempting
to escape the Tower of Fate with Doctor Fate’s helmet. After some rambunctious battles
that introduce the reader to the powers of Amazing-Man—he can become whatever element he touches, yet retain his fluid speed and strength—Will is given an opportunity
to share his origin story. Will was born to a family of sharecroppers in the South, but his
family fled after he punched their “money-grubbin’ landlord.”19 Part of the Great Migration in the 1920s, his father finds a job in an auto factory in Detroit, providing Will the
opportunity to go to school by day and train as an athlete at night. Will excelled in track
and joined Jesse Owens in embarrassing Hitler at the 1936 Berlin Olympics but came
back to limited opportunities in Detroit and works as a janitor for a scientist. Will intervenes in a robbery at the lab when some “hired gunnies” call him “boy.”20 He is ultimately
captured, tortured, and experimented on by the Squadron’s ur-villain Ultra, transformed
into Amazing-Man and forced into his first undertaking: to steal Doctor Fate’s helmet.
Physically gifted enough to become stone and walk through the walls of the Tower of Fate,
but too buffoonish to anticipate that Doctor Fate’s helmet would not transmogrify and pass
through the walls as well, Doctor Fate and the Atom take pity and agree Amazing-Man is
not bad at heart and let him go free.
Fifteen issues later, the All-Star Squadron travel to the Paradise Valley neighborhood
in Detroit to assist Will in his fight for “a new Negro housing project—the Sojourner Truth
Homes” against “members of the Klan-like Phantom Empire” and their brilliantly named
leader, the Real American.21 While these proper nouns could lead an unapprised reader
to believe this is an outlandish story fit for a superhero comic, these issues chart a relatively
faithful and bold adaptation of the city’s history. In the 1920s, Michigan, not any state in
the Jim Crow South, had the largest national membership of Klan members. Detroit had
at least 32,000 Klan members, including Detroit police officers who “deployed violent
containment strategies to keep black workers in their designated place” and even a mayoral candidate who won the city’s popular vote.22 Highland Park, a sovereign enclave of
Detroit, was home to a splinter group of the KKK known as the Black Legion, who “committed as many as fifty murders, including the bombing of union headquarters and the
slaying of prominent communist organizers.”23 The conversion of auto factories into weapons manufacturers for the United States government in WWII instigated a large influx of
new residents, many of them African American. The comic consistently depicts a factory
billowing smoke in the distance, regardless of the perspective or direction of the panel—
not only a reference to thriving manufacturing in Detroit that would be a distant memory
for readers in the 1980s but also a symbol of the simmering racial tensions sparked by the
wartime population boom. Despite this need for labor, the federal government failed to
adequately support the Detroit Housing Commission in developing housing projects to
accommodate in particular its Black residents, and it was the explicit policy of the Code of
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FIGURE 3.

From Ray Thomas (w), Rick Hoberg,
and Bill Collins (a), All-Star Squadron #39 (New York: DC Comics), p. 5

Ethics of Detroit’s realtors’ association to avoid selling homes to Black Detroiters because
it would threaten property values.24 Instead, they were confined to Paradise Valley, or what
the comic refers to (Figure 3) as “a hellhole of an area.”25 Initially, the city only received
approval for a housing project in a predominantly white neighborhood for white-only
occupancy at the intersection of Nevada and Fenlon. The comic enters this story after the
bitter political fight in which a plan for an African American site named Sojourner Truth
Homes was finally approved, residents selected, and first-month rents collected.26
Through these Detroit-based issues, Thomas links the white supremacist opposition
to integration, as well as racial and economic justice, in the city with the Nazis—for which
fight Detroit served, as the comic celebrates, as the “hub of our nation’s defense—where
the automobile and related industries are rapidly retooling to turn out the tanks, the guns,
the planes necessary to beat the Axis enemy!”27 The comic integrates contemporaneous
news reports into its title pages, thereby situating the city’s material conditions within
a broader, symbolic narrative of national and international import (Figure 4). Especial-
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FIGURE 4.

Firebrand reading a racist handbill from AllStar Squadron, photograph of the handbill
from the Walter P. Reuther Library archive

ly with the cover of issue #40, emblazoned with a newspaper headline “Race Riots in
Detroit,” the comic draws into its orbit not only the 1943 racial uprising for which the
Sojourner Truth Homes conflict was merely a preamble, but also the Great Rebellion of
1967, which was far more stigmatized for readers in 1983. Both events involved acts of
police violence against Black residents, crucial to the narrative presented in the comic. On
June 20, 1943, conflicts between white and Black Detroiters on Belle Isle quickly escalated across the city, resulting in thirty-four killed—twenty-five were African American, with
seventeen being killed by police. Of the 2000 people arrested, the majority of whom were
Black, no white Detroiter was held accountable criminally.28 The numbers were even
starker after the 1967 Great Rebellion. While outrage was building after the brutal slaying
of Danny Thomas by white residents and the hotly debated murder of Vivian Williams,
the 1967 uprising was sparked after police raided a “blind pig” after-hours bar and the
outcome was even more catastrophic: 43 casualties, 473 injured, 7,200 arrested for crimes
as small as having mismatched shoes, and 412 buildings destroyed.29
By focusing on the Sojourner Truth Homes conflict, All-Star Squadron may bring
the reader closer to understanding what is so often missed by the more spectacular representations of the 1967 Great Rebellion in particular. As Mark Jay and Virginia Leavell
point out, by constructing tales of “irrational violence pitting young, angry, and unruly
Black men against a group of racist rogue police officers” these popular representations
of Detroit’s racial uprisings often fail to ask, “What were the causes of such dramatically
articulated outrage? What did people demand, and of whom? Was this a political rebel-
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lion with targets and demands or merely an ineffectual symptom of the mass exploitation,
unemployment, and racism endemic to advanced capitalism?”30 The Sojourner Truth
Homes riots are a compelling choice for the comic series because they place these originating causes at the center: inequality and discrimination in housing and employment.
In issue #38, the All-Star Squadron learns of these events from newsreel footage that
culminates with Will Everett being beaten up by a mob, captured, chained to a wooden
cross and burned. Like much of this story, this event, including the burning cross, is pulled
directly from history and archival documents, only adding in the presence of Will Everett.31 Part of a long tradition of insensate Black heroes who can physically overcome acts of
racial terror, Will becomes the metal of the chains, breaks free, and scares off the hordes
of white supremacists. Horrified while watching the newsreel footage of their former foe,
the All-Star Squadron agrees to go to Detroit to help Amazing-Man.
As evidenced by the noticeable absence of Will Everett from most of these three
issues, the comic’s primary focus is on the ignorance and education of the white superheroes about multiracial solidarity. Several of the heroes are forced to confront the fact that
their impulse to immediately help the police and restrain Black residents, in the eyes of
the heroes for their own good, was a disastrous act of bigotry that further endangered these
residents.32 From this instinctive reaction to help the police, one could surmise that the
heroes acquired their information from mainstream news accounts of the period, like the
city’s leading paper The Detroit Free Press, which demonstrated its “unconscious racism”
in its constant equivocation between “violence against Detroit’s African-Americans and
suggesting that those same African-Americans were somehow responsible for the terror
perpetrated against them.”33 The heroes may not have needed such an education had
they instead read the city’s black weekly, the Michigan Chronicle, which was the primary
source for any counternarrative to white-centric or official police accounts of these events.
The most glaring example of this failure may be Commander Steel, who opts to not
even go to the city to help Will and instead travels to occupied Europe to fight the Nazis.34
Heywood, who would later reside in Detroit and found a highly profitable weapons manufacturing company, apparently does not see the white Detroiters conducting acts of racial
terror to prevent housing equality as fascistic, white supremacy in the mold of the Nazis
abroad—though the narrative has structured the analogy as such. Nor does Steel see as
part of his heroic mission any allyship with Will in the racial struggle for Black liberation.
Tellingly, in an issue of Justice League of America published a few months later, readers
learn from Dale Gunn that “Old Man Heywood” is “so far to the right politically, he
makes Jesse Helms look like Ted Kennedy.”35 The alignment between Steel and the other
white Detroiters can be read into the visual similarity between his superhero costume
and the Real American’s costume; both have an identical star on their chests, costume
coloring, and an inversion of the same angular lines on their top. This alignment visually
represents the idea that, though one is a hero and the other a villain, they seem to nonetheless share what Rebecca Wanzo calls “a common language of national belonging and
exclusion in the United States”—and Will Everett is not included in this brotherhood.36
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While bringing to light the obliviousness of the white liberal hero to the material
effects of racism is a worthy exercise, the comic also glimpses a crucial component of
Black activism in Detroit: an emphasis on the intersection of racial and class solidarity.
Stemming from the long history of unequal access to salary and housing benefits seen
in All-Star Squadron’s 1940s Detroit, by the 1970s the city was the globally recognized
nerve center of the Black working-class struggle. While the labor unions in Detroit are
renowned for the gains they secured for the working class, they often failed in their duties
to their Black membership—colloquially the UAW garnered the nickname “You Ain’t
White.”37Along with legendary Detroit activists including General Baker and Kenneth
Cockrell Sr., the city attracted global revolutionaries such as Grace Lee Boggs and C. L. R.
James to join with and raise class-consciousness among Detroit’s workers.38 Further aided
by the intellectual and propagandistic work of Black students at Wayne State University,
Black workers formed the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement (DRUM) and several
associated RUM organizations—eventually coalesced under the umbrella of the League
of Black Revolutionary Workers. Women formed the Black Women’s Committee, creating
mutual aid networks for lost pay during strikes or retaliatory firings, and challenged the
male-dominated leadership of the League.39 Far from lost in despair, these Detroiters united and organized boycotts and strikes that were contentious, requiring intense personal,
financial, and professional risk. Whether by witnessing his father’s work in a 1930s Detroit
car factory, in which African Americans were last hired, first fired, and placed in the most
life-threatening stations, or his own work as a janitor, Everett’s advocacy in Paradise Valley
is informed by this history of Black, working-class activism.
Although DC Comics may at times represent the Black community and their “certain urban ghetto” as a monolith, Everett’s background distinguishes him from the more
upper-middle-class John Stewart, whose affinity for the line of the Green Lantern oath
“Beware My Power” suggests an individuated concept of resistance and liberation—in
Detroit, it would be more appropriate to say “beware our power.” An acknowledgement
of this class rift comes when the All-Star Squadron is seeking updates on the impending
riots, so Alan Scott constructs a radio tower from his Lantern ring, and they hear the newscaster say that the “Negro occupancy of these homes has been opposed by various white
neighborhood associations—and even by some middle-class Negroes residing in nearby
Conant Gardens evidently worried about property values.”40 While Conant Gardens, a
suburban-style neighborhood with “large lawns along quiet, tree-lined streets,” was a model of racial progress in Detroit, the comic actually understates what the Detroit Historical
Society describes as their “vigorous” opposition to the Sojourner Truth Homes project,
which threatened not only their property values but also their rising status as professionals
(doctors, teachers, and businessmen).41
This directly informs the following scene, wherein our heroes first see the Real
American demonstrating his superpower: a silver tongue. His rhetoric twists the minds
of the heroes, with the exception of Robotman, towards bigotry and specifically a desire
for the lynching of Will Everett. The Real American even persuades Amazing-Man and
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the Black residents he is imprisoned with, who begin to agree, “But what he’s saying—it
all sounds so reasonable—so true—when he puts it that way . . . We should’ve stayed
where we belonged—in Paradise Valley.”42 Will’s vulnerability to the racist demagoguery
of the Real American offers a critical insight into the plot device essential to all stories of
Detroit’s Black superheroes: their rise above the rest of Detroit’s Black community. This
moment serves as an effective illustration of what Eddie S. Glaude Jr. describes the “value
gap,” or the belief that white lives and “values” are worth more than Black and Brown
lives. As Glaude Jr. argues, the insidiousness of this belief, which is “at the heart of the
American Idea [and] ensures . . . racial inequality,” is that it can become internalized by
marginalized communities and further weaponized against the most vulnerable members of those communities, like the characters represented in Paradise Valley.43 KeeangaYamahtta Taylor explains that the perception of this related “values gap” contributes to a
broader economic and political logic of “personal responsibility” that the relative success
of Black elites only confirms—a notion as applicable to Detroit then as to the current
moment.44 Stewart perfectly represents this dynamic almost to a comical degree. Across
his long history, Stewart rose from a broken home marred by gambling, womanizing, and
addiction to become not only an accomplished architect but also the greatest sniper in the
history of the US Marines and, most recently, an expert physicist working on the propulsion systems for spacecraft.
While All-Star Squadron offers a compelling example of purposefully integrating Detroit’s history into the superhero genre, the arc’s resolution shows the critical limits of such
an exercise. The final issue opens with contextual, historical reporting on the Sojourner
Truth Homes riots from Alan Clive’s State of War: Michigan in World War II. The narrator
intervenes to say, “that’s the way the history books tell it, on our world. On Earth-Two,
however, Hawkman and Green Lantern are not the only added element to this crescendoing race riot.”45 This leading narration connects with the Real American leaping into view.
If the presence of the heroes is to virtue-signal about their education on the evils of racism,
the presence of the villain ultimately consolidates the most violent impulses of American
racism into a single figure. As I explained above, in this issue the reader learns that the
Real American’s power is to brainwash whoever hears his voice. Robotman saves the day
by converting Amazing-Man to metal, including metal earmuffs, and blasting air horns
that free the other heroes from their racist haze. This genre-inflected premise creates a
tricky path to accountability and resolution. Amazing-Man hears the racist jeers of white
Detroiters during his battle even after the haze is lifted, which allows him to resolve to
never fall for the “value gap” again: “Guess it was too much to hope for—that everybody’d
feel different when they snapped out of it. Some folks were born bigots—and that’s how
they’ll die. Can’t do much about that—But I’ll be damned if I’m ever going to let them
infect me with their poison again!”46 Yet, the measurable delineation between those “born
bigots” and those white Detroiters and police officers that the reader can exonerate due to
the villain’s interference is ultimately unclear.
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Further confusing the issue, after Amazing-Man’s beatdown of the villain, the reader
learns of the Real American’s identity: an android equipped with a mind-influencing device, commissioned by a “friendly whites-only neighborhood hash slinger” and supplied
by the intergalactic Monitor.47 In an inversion of what we will see in Cyborg, only in comparison to a non-human android does “the mob [come] to realize . . . that the dark-skinned
man lying shaken before them risked his very life to save theirs—they sense, in their dim
way, that something terribly wrong has happened here today—and they slink slowly, silently away.”48 Just as with the real-life uprising that would come only months later, none
of the white mob will be held accountable—as compared to the several Black characters
imprisoned, as well as Will, who very nearly received the death penalty.
The narrative appears satisfied with this comeuppance as its compartmentalized
resolution. With the imminent, individual threat of the Real American destroyed, and
the reader’s eyes drawn back to the skies, Amazing-Man can safely go the way of most
Detroit-based heroes and fulfill his generic role as what Wanzo calls an “ideal citizen
soldier.”49 In a description for which Black superhero membership in broader DC institutions provides an apt metaphor, Wanzo argues that “a black identity hermeneutic makes
hypervisible the duplicity of what the American soldier represents in general,” including
the “promise of greater economic or political liberation” through their “containment and
participation” in the military.50 Exemplifying this duplicity, Will explains, “I figure I can
do more good as Amazing-Man, battling alongside the All-Stars, than I can as one more
‘colored man’ in Detroit or anyplace else. Maybe that’ll show we Negroes should be allowed to fight in this man’s war—not just deliver toilet paper.”51 While Black superheroes
can and should have the same global and cosmic aspirations and impact as their white
counterparts, this statement is difficult to imagine being uttered by Batman, Green Arrow,
or the Flash about their respective cities, despite their occasional intergalactic capers with
the Justice League. While white guilt narratively dovetails with an affectionate responsibility toward a city, Black empowerment speciously comes at the cost of leaving a “hellhole of
an area” like Detroit and its low-income comrades behind. Firebrand closes the narrative
arc with a knowing nod to readers that superheroes, including Black superheroes, cannot
do much to solve any of the real-world issues a city like Detroit raises in the DC Universe:
“God I hate leaving here—with so much unrest, so much racial hatred still unsettled. But
there’s only so much that even an All-Star Squadron can do. Maybe . . . Next time . . . Next
place . . . !” This self-aware comment anticipates how Detroit will serve as an everlasting
well of villainy and despair ripe for superheroic capers for decades to come, but without
making any lasting commitment to the city or its residents; at least, that is, until Cyborg.

“PARTS OF WHICH ARE KIND OF NICE”: CYBORG AND
POLICING IN THE COMEBACK CITY
Detroit became a renewed, if uneven site of national and international symbolic significance in the 2000s and 2010s. From the government corruption case of Mayor Kwame
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Kilpatrick to the city filing for bankruptcy following the 2008 financial crisis, Detroit shifted from being a distant and pathetic spectacle to a twisted reflection of a broader collapse
of the American dream and the advent of a so-called “post-industrial” nation. The antithesis of this horror could be found in the prevalence of Detroit comeback narratives and the
fetishization of residents’ “resiliency.” Typified by the photography of Yves Marchand and
Romain Meffre of the city’s ruins (2005–2010), the ambivalent beauty of Detroit offers a
helpful entry point into John Semper Jr.’s Cyborg, who “serves as a kind of allegory about
judgment based on physical appearance,” in his new home of Detroit as of 2011.52 As a
metonym for the auto industry, the decline captured in these photographs of Detroit’s
ruins served as a symbolic link to a broader decline in American manufacturing, whose
mournful longing encompasses a waning middle-class (vacant homes) and loss of communal spaces (decrepit theaters and Michigan Central Station).53 The main criticism from
Detroiters—that the people who live in or near these spaces are frequently absent from the
photographs—suggests that the metonymic value often superseded a more granular understanding of the city itself. Cyborg is an apt figure to represent these complicated ecologies between Detroit’s past and its future, between a techno-futuristic vision infused with
Detroit’s “spirit of innovation and entrepreneurship” and an Afrofuturistic vision informed
by the city’s history of racial and economic injustice. John Semper Jr.’s eighteen-issue solo
Cyborg series makes an admirable attempt at using the superhero genre to expand the
horizons of such representations of the city, particularly on the topic of police brutality,
but is ultimately able to push only just beyond the ideological limits of Amazing-Man.
As Detroit’s newest superhero, Cyborg’s challenge is not only to navigate the city’s
fraught history of representation, but also his own. Semper Jr.’s series deftly positions Detroit as more than a place in need of saving, but a place that can offer the depressive character its own method of revision. Through the character’s long-running petulance, Robert
Jones Jr. argues, “the white gaze was able to position black people and our grievances
against our circumstances as not only invalid and pitiful, but also as self-inflicted.”54 This
description echoes the gaze of Detroit’s white suburbs, who blamed the city for its poverty
and crime rates despite their historical and active complicity in these very problems. By
intervening in the construction of the character, the series may make a productive intervention in the discourse around the city. In this sense, Deirdre Lynn Hollman’s definition of Afrofuturism has profound resonance in the relationality between Cyborg and the
city: “Afrofuturism is black survival. It is an affirmative aesthetic and philosophic position
that questions . . . what new ways of being do we need to create, and how do we retain
our ancestral memory.”55 Cyborg embodies the city’s tensions between humanity and the
non-human, between nature and techno-futurism, and between despair and resilience.
Over the course of the series, Cyborg embraces his role as Detroit’s superhero, but crucially Detroit saves Cyborg also, lending its Afrofuturistic hero his sought-after humanity
by rooting it in the city’s rich Black history and culture. Ultimately, though, the content of
this “ancestral memory” exposes the ideological limits of this synthesis.
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F I GURE 5.

From Cyborg Vol. 1, p. 24. John Semper Jr. and Paul Pelletier. © (Burbank, CA: DC Comics, 2017).

These co-revisions come through the city’s first sustained visual treatment in comics,
in particular its downtown. Promoted from a “certain urban ghetto” and a “hellhole of
an area,” Detroit is the punch line for only one self-effacing joke in the series: Cyborg
warns a foe-turned-friend that she might “wipe out all of Detroit. Parts of which are kind
of nice.”56 In the first issue, the reader sees Detroit’s iconic, if not exactly proportionate,
skyline, prominently featuring the Ally Detroit Center (erected in 1991) and the city’s
tallest skyscraper(s), the Renaissance Center (erected in 1977)—narratively no longer the
headquarters of General Motors, but of the greedy Holt Industries (Figure 5). Additionally, Cyborg’s GPS shows readers the city’s spoke-like grid on his way to Hart Plaza for
a battle; he is seen passing the ineffectual “People Mover”; and, using the Renaissance
Center as a spatial reference point, S. T. A. R. Labs appears to be located in the rapidly
gentrified midtown area—likely on Wayne State University’s campus and bearing some
visual resemblance to their new College of Engineering complex. These smaller, yet significant visual markers demonstrate an artistic goodwill largely absent from the previous
fifty years of DC Comics. But these images do more than just re-present the city in comic
form, they are integrated into Cyborg’s “Rebirth.”
In the most significant example, Melanie’s jazz club in the comic visually evokes
the legendary jazz club Cliff Bell’s with its iconic entryway apron, Art Deco décor, and
mahogany bar, and whose history mirrors Detroit’s—founded in 1935, closed in 1985, and
renovated in 2006. It is here that musician Brother Blue advises a dejected Cyborg that he
can find his humanity in the improvised music of jazz, a contrast to the binary order of his
machinery. Recalling the scene I describe in the introduction, Blue asks where Cyborg
comes from, and after Cyborg proudly confirms that he was born and raised in Detroit,
Blue responds, “and you even have to ask if you have soul? This city’s very heart beats with
soul. Heck, we practically invented soul music. If you consider yourself a part of this city,
there’s no way you can’t have soul.”57 His link to his humanity, the improvisatory aesthetic
strategy Cyborg learns by listening to Blue’s music, enables him to defeat his mechanized
enemies throughout the series.
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By populating the panels with these places, and by using those places to lend Cyborg
his humanity, Semper Jr. and Pelletier revise decades of representations of the city as a
“hellhole of an area.” The historical neighborhoods of Paradise Valley, represented in
All-Star Squadron, and Black Bottom were sites of concentrated poverty, but so too were
they cultural hubs with vibrant jazz and nightclubs like the reader sees in Cyborg—Cliff
Bell’s is just one block from the former Paradise Valley neighborhood.58 In many ways, the
Paradise Valley introduced to the reader in All-Star Squadron remains crucial for understanding the shifting symbolic currency of Detroit seen in Cyborg. Not merely a reminder
of historical injustices, the neighborhood provides a warning about the ways in which
Detroit is “re-imagined” for the future, a debate defined in Cyborg as one between humanism and techno-futurism. In the 1950s city officials executed a futuristic vision which
was argued to benefit the poorest residents: raising new tax revenue by knocking down the
vacant and dilapidated structures in Paradise Valley and nearby neighborhoods and replacing them with high-rises, hospitals, and other new investments.59 However, the poorest
residents predictably did not benefit from this revitalization, with the majority “crowding
into an already decaying part of the city, and finding houses scarcely better and often
more overcrowded than that which they had left.”60 Today, Paradise Valley is a freeway
with heavily subsidized sports stadiums—amenities that predominantly service the white
residents from the suburbs. Remembering this history is crucial for ultimately evaluating
the city’s future as imagined by the superhero comic.
For a modern representation of Detroit’s Eastside, Cyborg takes its readers approximately six miles east of the former Paradise Valley neighborhood with a beautiful fullpage splash image of Cyborg and Big Blue walking on the corner of East Jefferson and
Chalmers (Figure 6). Urban poverty, in the form of a boarded-up business and a homeless
man, is featured prominently next to Cyborg, but is not the exclusive lens through which
to view the city corner; we also see a young couple in love and a man walking home with
groceries, framed by the changing autumn leaves.61 This scene leads into the most direct
political commentary of the series, a discussion of what and who makes Detroit unsafe.
While educating Cyborg on the importance of humanizing the people on the block he is
protecting, Cyborg’s software pulls up police files on four young Black men on the corner,
identified as gang members carrying weapons with threat levels ranging from moderate to
high. Blue dismisses Cyborg’s assessment, insisting instead that they are harmless. Cyborg
then directs his attention to a woman on the corner and asks, “What about the prostitute
doing her business on that corner?” To which Blue informs him, “that would be Officer
Davis. I pity the poor John who solicits her.” Cyborg confirms the identity of Rhonda
Davis, a member of Detroit’s vice squad whose threat level is assigned by Cyborg as “nonexistent,” undercover as a sex worker.62
Immediately following this lesson on community policing, two officers accost Cyborg
and Big Blue. Cyborg immediately brings up the officers’ files, showing both officers under
internal affairs investigations for excessive use of force.63 Particularly notable is that one
officer is white and the other is Black. Since former Mayor Coleman Young’s (1974–1994)
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first act to disband the ultra-violent police unit STRESS, discussed more below, Detroit
was a national leader in reforming its police through diversification. Although the city’s
police department is currently 55% African American, still short of a one-to-one representation of the city’s approximately 80% African American population, the city’s police have
continued to make slow, if uneven, progress in their relationship with residents. In the
early 2000s, an African American police officer shot nine people and “was in large part responsible for the police department entering into three federal consent decrees in 2003.”64
In this sense, the comic assimilates a critique foundational to works like James Forman
Jr.’s Locking Up Our Own: Crime and Punishment in America (2017): racial inequality in
policing is not solved strictly by sharing the identity of the person in power without a full
transformation of the system itself. In other words, based on the history of police violence
they have endured at the hands of both Black and white officers, Detroit’s Black residents
will not be satisfied with piecemeal reforms offered on good faith by Cyborg.
Yet, Cyborg asks its readers to put their trust not only in Cyborg’s goodness, but also
in his technological capabilities. The perceived objectivity of Cyborg’s criminal profiles
may serve to mask, and therefore further entrench, racial bias in his reimagined future
of policing. His ability to pull up police files—an ability not shared by residents filled
with fear at any encounter with the police—cannot escape the well-worn defense that
the problems with policing can be attributed to singular bad actors. In this sense, the
comic maintains faith in the system itself. Those two officers, after all, are under Internal
Affairs investigations. Moreover, the reader had just met an officer whose threat level was
“nonexistent”—an assessment, of course, unbeknownst to any of the young men on the
block most likely to be arrested by her. This is especially ironic given the history of the vice
squad in the city, particularly in the lead-up to the 1967 Great Rebellion. As Sidney Fine
documents, not only were white residents the primary clientele for Black sex workers, as
opposed to the young men suspected by Cyborg, but the “biggest black complaint about
vice in the ghetto concerned prostitution, which the black leadership saw as having a
‘debilitating effect’ on the community and which led to ‘serious interracial incidents’ that
severely affected police-community relations.”65 In the months leading up to the uprising,
police “became somewhat more aggressive in trying to limit prostitution just before the
riot,” reaching a boiling point with the murder of Vivian Williams, a sex worker. Despite
witness accounts that she was murdered by a white police officer “who had had repeated,
hostile run-ins with her,” the police investigation focused on “a black male to whom she
had denied services” and a pimp.66 The Detroit Free Press buried the story in an apparent
attempt to tamp down tensions, but three weeks later the Great Rebellion began in the
very Twelfth Street neighborhood on Detroit’s West Side where Williams resided, along
with many Black residents displaced after Black Bottom and Paradise Valley were razed.
Following the Great Rebellion, the ferocity of policing in Detroit escalated dramatically with the creation of an elite, highly secretive unit called “Stop the Robberies, Enjoy Safe Streets,” i.e., STRESS. This unit “became infamous in the Black community as
something closer to an execution squad . . . [and] would prove to be one of the most exces-
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F I GURE 6.

From Cyborg Vol. 1, p. 119. John Semper Jr., Alan Jefferson, and
Derec Donovan. © (Burbank, CA: DC Comics, 2017).
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sive and lawless policing experiments in modern history.”67 If the two officers who accost
Cyborg are a manifestation of the living legacy of STRESS, it is important to understand
that the racist orthodoxy of criminality guiding them is inseparable from the vice squads
who targeted after-hours bars and prostitution leading up to the Great Rebellion. Given
this historical context, Officer Davis is certainly a threat. If the white superheroes in the
All-Star Squadron are satirically upbraided for allying with Detroit’s police against the
city’s Black residents, Cyborg represents reform with a sincere belief in the righteousness
of policing, so long as the individual bad apples are removed from the bunch.
Furthermore, the very facial recognition software that Cyborg uses righteously to
identify bad actors in the police force is far more likely to be used against the young men
on the corner—as Cyborg proved he was all too willing to exploit it against them himself
if not for the wisdom of Blue. This scene anticipates the Detroit Board of Police Commissioner’s controversial decision to purchase and implement racially biased facial recognition technology in September 2019—a pillar issue opposed by the city’s BLM chapter,
Detroit Will Breathe.68 Put together, the comic positions Cyborg as a kind of aspirational
embodiment of police reform, yet one that does little to challenge the underlying structures of racial terror and policing.
Technology has offered significant opportunities in racial justice movements, and
Cyborg can be read as a realization of what Charlton D. McIlwain describes as the history
of “how black people have taken technology not originally designed with [their] concerns
in mind . . . and [have used] that technology to further [their] own personal, communal,
and political interests.”69 So too does Cyborg’s proficiency with coding offer an empowering image of African Americans underrepresented in STEM fields. This correction is
particularly important in a city’s employment profile which no longer visually “resembles
its ‘smokestack’ image” readers saw in the panels of All-Star Squadron, but requires at minimum an associate’s degree to work in its more high-tech, automated factories.70 However,
putting these scenes of police malfeasance in Detroit’s historical context warns of Cyborg’s
dependence on what Ruha Benjamin has termed the New Jim Code, “the employment of
new technologies that reflect and reproduce existing inequities but that are promoted and
perceived as more objective or progressive than the discriminatory systems of a previous
era.”71 By asking the reader to trust Cyborg’s coding without the comic demonstrating any
fundamental structural shift in policing, the very perceived objectivity of algorithmic advances will only “stratify and sanctify social injustice” in the future reimagining of Detroit,
as Benjamin’s scholarship proves.72 Automated decision-making like that modeled by Cyborg infiltrates every part of the lives of poor and working-class people beyond the criminal
justice system. The data collected from accessing any public benefits such as Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) or the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP) confines people in what Virginia Eubanks calls the algorithmic “digital poorhouse” that decides “who gets food and who starves, who has housing and who remains
homeless, and which families are broken up by the state.”73 It is this same data mining and
predictive analytics that feed “data-driven” urban planning in the city of Detroit and else-
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where, in which the city’s limited financial resources can be funneled not to the neediest
citizens, objectively identified as a financial black hole, but to “targeted” neighborhoods
with the highest chance for a return in the form of property taxes and outside capital
investment.74 Put in the context of the historical neighborhoods discussed, the algorithm
would say it is better to put the city’s resources in Conant Gardens, not in Paradise Valley.
In this sense, the specter of the outright racist, robotic Real American still haunts the pages
of Cyborg, although if the comic were a true sequel to All-Star Squadron this new villain
might go by the name “the Emergency Financial Manager” and the “Detroit Future City
Strategic Framework,” using data to divert public funds to maximize capital investments
by Holt Industries.
Connecting with the hard-working character of Black Detroit, Cyborg resolves to do
what Will Everett in 1984—as well as John Stewart in 1985 and Jason Rusch (Firestorm)
in 2004—did not: to stay in Detroit. Cyborg’s commitment to the city is hardened by a
new character created by Semper Jr. and Detroit’s greatest Black female superhero: Donna Morris as Black Narcissus, a Robin Hood figure who steals tech from Holt Industries
as reparations for low-income residents. When asked by Black Narcissus why he is not
out with her fighting for the city every night, Vic responds, “You embarrass me! I’ve been
so wrapped up with the Justice League and my own problems, I overlooked the fact that
I might be needed here, too. My life—my soul . . . if I have one . . . is tied to this city. I
suppose I should have been doing more to help it survive. Perhaps I will from now on.”75
Though readers may just be grateful to have a superhero opt to stay in Detroit, given the
social and political commentary developed in the previous scenes, the reader might ask
what exactly this stay will look like, and what vision for the future it entails.
As the juxtaposition of Amazing-Man and Cyborg illustrates, Detroit as a setting comprises an accretion of symbolic meanings, from the pathetic, racialized despair of a “certain
urban ghetto” to the fetishization of a Made-in-Detroit resiliency. By way of conclusion,
I want to reflect on Cyborg’s promise to “help [Detroit] survive” without, as seen in the
comic’s formulation of crime and policing, few if any structural changes on offer. In this
sense, more affirmative representations of Detroit, representations that credit residents’
survival and resilience, offer a limited if more sympathetic alternative to the highly stereotyped, despairing representation of the city in John Stewart’s first appearance in 1971. As
Jay and Conklin observe, resilience is the “buzzword in contemporary Detroit,” yet “seems
to indicate nothing other than an attempt to positively frame the creative destruction that
has crushed the city.”76 In his study on the etymology and uses of the word “resilience,”
Leary finds the word moved from an engineering term to reflect the flexibility of an object
to a way to describe ecosystems before finally being applied to people: “the voguish use of
population resilience is therefore a metaphor for a metaphor: resilient people borrow the
capacities of ecosystems to recover from crisis, and this ecological meaning was in turn
borrowed from an object’s ability to bend.”77 In this sense, Amazing-Man and Cyborg are
the perfect avatars for the fetishization of the resilience of Detroiters, as they can literally
adapt and change their physical, elemental, and even virtual properties to overcome intense violence and racial terror. When Cyborg offers to help Detroit survive, he links his
traumatic origin story with the city’s, and by extension his superheroic capacity to over-
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come and succeed with the city’s residents’ capacity to do the same. Yet as a moral and heroic quality, resilience is as much about celebrating individual success as it is about blaming communities for failing to “lift themselves up by their bootstraps” and conditioning
them to accept austere and precarious policies. Thus, while these comics mine Black Detroit’s shifting symbolic currencies to find inspiration in how far characters like AmazingMan and Cyborg can bend before they break, these comics do not pose and cannot answer
Leary’s retort: “Why don’t we just stop bending people?”78
With this query in mind, I hope the contradictions laid bare by representations of
Detroit in DC Comics help crystallize the following guiding questions for those interested
in the comics form, urban space, and race specifically and comics studies more broadly.
How can the relationality between genre and setting uphold and/or obscure ideological
renderings of race? How are settings used heuristically and hermeneutically to shape the
reader’s understanding of race in the narrative? What do shifting visual and narrative representations of a setting over time reveal about both the symbolic currency of the settings
themselves and the institutional history of comics production? Finally, how can the historical and material conditions of a city complicate our readings of a comic as offering a
negative/stereotyped or affirmative/uplifting rendering of race?
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